
Memory

• Defendant:  William or Tyrone

• Tyrone = 80.2%

• William = 68.8%

• Tyrone = false recall of aggression
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Part III. 
Disrupt Bias
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BE BOTHERED< BE ENGAGED



Be 
Motivated

"Cognitive Miser” 
Rigidity amplified by 
time pressure
• negative emotions
• exhaustion 
• and other 

stressors

Jack B. Soll, Katherine L. Milkman & John W. Payne, Outsmart 
Your Own Biases, Harv. Bus. Rev. 5, 9, May, 2015Disrupt Bias Be Motivated28 | © Sarah Redfield 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if motivated, does take time and energy. SO important to focus on critical decision points and relevant strategies.



Disrupt Bias STARE

Even if motivated, even if trained…
• Can be tiring (cognitive miser)

• Hard to know what; when.

• Need to know when to STARE

• Critical discretionary decision points.

• Clarification of ambiguity.

GORDON ALLPORT, THE NATURE OF PREJUDICE 20-21 (1954); Susan T. Fiske & 
Shelley E. Taylor, Social Cognition (2nd ed. 1981). 29 | © Sarah Redfield 2019

Be 
Motivated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing when to stare is part of recommendation for how to break IB habit. (Devine 17)THIS IS WHAT WE DO EVERY DAY, e.g., JURY SELECTION, peremptory challenge (Sommers); One suggestion for you from our colleague from CJS Kristine Hamman is VICTIMS and WITNESSES as recipients of micromessages and ib.Need to know because we are cognitive misers= humans, valuing their mental processing resources, find different ways to save time and effort when negotiating the social world. The explanation that is considered first tends to be whatever is “top of the mind” in terms of greater accessibility from memory E.g., research has shown that the person who is visually prominent within a scene (e.g., the person sitting at the head of the table) tends to be seen as more responsible for the outcomes that transpire (Taylor & Fiske, 1975)- below with attend slidesWorse where:Limited or no guidelines.Limiting or no coaching or practice.Limited or no reminders, incentives, or monitoring.Cognitive overload.Patricia G. Devine, Patrick S. Forscher, William T.L. Cox, Anna Kaatz, Jennifer Sheridan & Molly Carnes, A Gender Bias-Breaking Intervention Led to Increased Hiring of Female Faculty in STEM Departments, 73 J. Experimental Soc. Psychol. 211 (2017)also{employment general KP = Devine 2017



U.S. District Court, Western District of 
Washington, 

http://www.wawd.uscourts.gov/jury/unconscious-
bias

http://www.wawd.uscourts.gov/jury/unconscious-bias







Strategy

Deliberate Practice Homework: WATCH THE MEDIA.

Associated Press A Fine Line Between "Loot" and 
"Find”.; Jerry Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 

Harv. L. Rev. 1489 (2005)

"A young man walks through chest 
deep flood water after looting a 
grocery store in New Orleans on 
Tuesday." 

"Two residents wade through 
chest-deep water after finding 
bread and soda from a local 
grocery store in New Orleans, 
Louisiana." 

Dog walks away with 
a bag of food after 
Hurricane Harvey.

32| © Sarah Redfield 2017
Become 
Aware

"implicit racial meanings have simply attached like barnacles since our infancy.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything and Everybody. Why do this? Idea that don’t’ make one person speak for whole group all of us get educated, background education. (own homework?)Think back on Picture defendant slide: WHY? Nellis: And survey data has found that, regardless of respondents’ race, respondents associated Af Am with terms such as “dangerous,” “aggressive,” “violent,” and “criminal.” Media portrayals about crime have a tendency to distort crime by disproportionately focusing on news stories to those involving serious crimes and those committed by people of color, especially black-on-white violent crime.Since three-quarters of the public say that they form their opinions about crime from the news, this misrepresentation feeds directly into the public’s crime policy preferences.Majority of Americans told Gallup pollsters in 2017 that they could not name a single news organization they would describe as “objective”; among those who could, Republicans named Fox News while Democrats typically cited one of several mainstream media outlets.also{CONTEXTJerry Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 Harv. L. Rev. 1489 (2005) starts w/ illustrations from current research and paints this image: This is where the title of the Article lies: watching the local news is seen as the equivalent of downloading a Trojan horse virus that then increases implicit bias.A Fine Line Between "Loot" and "Find", http://www.examiner.com/natural-disasters-in-national/remembering-hurricane-katrina-images-of-the-devastationpicture?slide=8388176. Associated Press photo said looting and Agence France-Presse (AFP)/Getty photo said finding, both published by YahooNOTES>a*



Disrupt Bias Attend

Deliberate Practice Homework: WATCH YOUR (& OTHERS’) MESSAGING.

33 | © Sarah Redfield 2018
MUGSHOTS.COM NEWS, HTTPS://MUGSHOTS.COM/US-COUNTIES/ILLINOIS/COOK-

COUNTY-IL/; NICOLE GONZALES VAN CLEVE, CROOK COUNTY: RACISM AND
INJUSTICE IN AMERICA'S LARGEST CRIMINAL COURT (2016).

Attend 
environment 

i

Presenter
Presentation Notes
also{CJ, also{GROUPS Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve, Crook County: Racism and Injustice in America's Largest Criminal Court (p. 1). Nameless mug shots of a stream of black and Latino defendants acted as wallpaper for their office—a visual souvenir of convictions and conquests. This wallpaper provided a striking, racialized backdrop to the practice of criminal law and was my introduction to the criminal courts and criminal justice. Nearly all the prosecutors who built and exhibited this showpiece were white; in contrast, nearly every mug shot in the mural was a person of color. I moved backward several steps so that I could see the entire wall, and then I paced reverently along it, as though I were scanning a memorial of the dead. I was the only person of color in the room; Iwas the prosecutor’s unlikely new law clerk—a person who looked more like someone from the mural than an aspiring attorney in the office. Truth be told, I felt like a little girl playing dress-up in a power suit. I tried to keep my head down and fit in, but I was visibly stunned at the scale of the mural and the undeniable color line of “colorblind” criminal justice. Sensing my awe, my supervising prosecutor narrated the environment: “You see the scum we have to deal with?” The mural provided a vivid, symbolic picture of who the “other” was in this dynamic.” 1-2 Kindle

https://mugshots.com/US-Counties/Illinois/Cook-County-IL/
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